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Background: This is the revisited presentation of a single institution experience to confirm once more, the role 

of percutaneous CT-guided biopsy in the clinical management of musculo-skeletal lesions.  

Purpose: To evaluate results and define indications emphasizing the role of CT-guided biopsy in the diagnosis 

and staging of inflammatory and neoplastic lesions of the musculo-skeletal system. 

Materials and Methods: From January 1990 until January 2015, 4086 core needle CT-biopsy were 

performed. All histologic diagnoses and imaging studies were reviewed. Site of procedure included spine in 

1506 , thoracic cage in 184, upper limb in 333, pelvis in 891 and lower limb in 1172 patients.  

Results: At histology 2303 lesions were tumors or pseudotumoral lesions: 525 malignant bone tumors, 752 

benign, 63 pseudotumors, 620 metastases. In 343 patients was found a systemic disease, in 525 patients an 

acute or chronic inflammatory disease, 479 had other diagnoses (stress fractures, metabolic diseases, chronic 

degenerative arthropaties, Paget etc.) and 42 had a LCH. In 116 (3%) the sample was inadequate for diagnosis 

and in 621 (15%) CT-guided biopsies procedure was not diagnostic: 69 patients had incisional biopsies and 668 

a second CT-biopsy, diagnostic in 551 patients. This gives an overall rate of non-diagnostic exams of 5%. Major 

difficulties in obtaining a diagnostic sample were related with site, histotypes (small cells, myelomas, 

lymphomas are more difficult for adequate sampling), cronic inflammatory, insufficient pre-biopsy evaluation, 

insufficient cooperation from the patient. 

Conclusions: CT-guided biopsy is a useful, low-cost and low radiation dose technique that should be 

recommended for most of the bony lesions, with or without soft tissues involment, namely deeply located and 

spinal lesions. Failures of this procedure can be reduced in experienced hands with a careful previous evaluation 

of the case and a team approach from the radiologist, orthopedic surgeon and the pathologist. 

 

 


